SNAP CODE: 020205

SOURCE ACTIVITY TITLE: RESIDENTIAL PLANTS
Other Equipments (Stoves, Fireplaces, cooking...)

NOSE CODE:

NFR CODE: 1 A 4 b i

The emission factors for this activity are actually contained in Chapter B216.

(These activities are not believed to be a significant source of PM$_{2.5}$ (as of December 2006))$^1$.

1. RELEASE VERSION, DATE AND SOURCE

Version: 2
Date: September 2006

Source: Carlo Trozzi
        Technne Consulting
        Roma, Italy

2. POINT OF ENQUIRY

Any comments on this chapter or enquiries should be directed to:

Carlo Trozzi
Technne Consulting
Via G. Ricci Curbastro, 34
Roma, Italy

Tel: +39 065580993
Fax: +39 065581848
Email: carlo.trozzi@technne-consulting.com

$^1$ Updated with particulate matter details by: Mike Woodfield, AEA Technology, UK, December 2006